MTS
INTEGRATED
TRADING
SOLUTION
How sportsbooks are meant to be managed
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Request a demo

You’re in control

Manage your entire sportsbook in-house. Or hand

want to leave it all to us, that’s your call too.

it over to us. (Or choose a bit of both.)

You get trading technology and industry

Think of ITS as a safety net, letting you scale up

expertise that means you’ll stand out from the

and down as and when you need to. If you want to

competition. Plus your own ITS manager to help

personally fine-tune player profiles or manage the

you get the most from your tech, and spot any

entire trading process, that’s your call. And if you

problems before they gather pace.

With ITS you get

Integrated Trading Solution

Better security

➔ Adapts along with your business

➔ Get precise player profiles, tournament and

➔ You’re always in control

Boost operational efficiency. Cut fixed costs. Future-proof your business.

Give your trading team a secret weapon: MTS
MTS in numbers*

Integrated Trading Solution (ITS).

Complete flexibility

event ratings, and protection from match fixing

➔ No platform constraints

➔ Optimised fixed cost structures

➔ Significantly lower BI and IT dev costs

➔ Boost your ROI on specific operations

Better trading

A close partnership

➔ Stops capacity and capability problems

➔ Leading trading technology that does it all

➔ Automated processes and AI built in

➔ Work closely with your own ITS Managers

➔ Use the latest trading tools

➔ See the MTS development roadmap whenever

➔ Get help from our MTS trading specialists

you need to

It’s flexible enough to fit perfectly around your
business. And its trading tools, AI trading algorithms
and machine-learning processes let you automate
the most labour-intensive tasks. So even the smallest

200+

50+

1.8+
billion

active
clients

clients on
MTS ITS

tickets
processed
in 2020

Get an edge over the competition with AI-customer profiling that’s second to none
Profit & Loss - delta performance of semi-automated customer profiling against no profiling

With MTS ITS on your side, you’ll join more

2.4+
billion

than 50 operators using it to:



8+
million

1+
million

Boost margins and profits



Cut operational costs and investments



Make trading more flexible and efficient



Stand out from the competition
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managed
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Improve the experience for betting customers
tickets per
second

Keep operational and business risks at bay.
Constantly.

* as of April 2021
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semi-auto p/l (k EUR)

manual p/l (k EUR)

full-auto p/l (k EUR)

semi-auto p/l cumulative deltas semi auto

manual p/l cumulative deltas manual

full-auto p/l cumulative deltas full auto

Operators that used our automatically-generated customer profiles and fine-tuned to suit them saw YOY profits
rise by over € 12 million. Applied to turnover, that means a cumulative YOY TO increase of € 78 million.
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Cumulative delta p/l (k EUR)

– managing huge operations efficiently.

Monthly delta p/l (k EUR)

teams will be able to punch well above their weight

INTEGRATED TRADING SOLUTION

Technology that makes your trading
more efficient and effective

Higher margins. Lower ticket rejections.
Better risk management. Happier
customers. Just a few of the upshots
you’ll see with ITS. The technology built
into it is, and has always been, superior
to anything else on the market. You’ll

make the most of our advanced
liquidity trading algorithms, machinelearning processes and odds calculation
models. With no platform constraints.
Plus you’ll boost your coverage and be
able to profile players in minute detail.

Proprietary Pricing Algorithms

MTS Console



Sharpen your prices with our odds





Get the most out of your liability with

Get more information

Ctrl



BetPal
Easy and fast setup of odds and
dynamic configuration options down to
single-event level



Real-time updates through lightning-fast

Simultaneously manage multiple matches



Run fully automated trading by

odd extraction techniques – ideal for quick



Comprehensive Market Monitoring and
Match Up features with extra functions like



so on




Super efficiency thanks to an intuitive

switching it to Betradar’s in-house trading

Get complete flexibility in your trading
operations, detached from Betradar’s live

Quickly and efficiently configure events
and matches with templates

calculation models



advanced analysis processes and more
Event Factor, Bet Factor etc.)

our new generation of Real-time Liabilities



Improve your risk management with

Fast and efficient ticket handling from
one place, with graphs that help you follow
your incoming tickets

our Customer Confidence Factor and



Tournament/Event Rating models



Better risk management through
reliable situation ratings (Tournament Factor,

and Running Up Money models

coverage and odds

filters, alert scores, odds indications and

Independence in creating and publishing

in one interface

(even while the match is on)

comparison and alerting





In development: Integrate and use your

Improved player profiling, using the MTS
database, which means you get the most
reliable Customer Confidence Factor (CCF)

own pricing models within our tools for
certain sports and markets

your own events and odds

interface and predefined templates



Stay up to date with real-time analysis



Automated processes like keeping your

reports on the Customer Analytic Dashboard

ratings, like CCFs, constantly up to date (but
you can change them manually at any point)
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INTEGRATED TRADING SOLUTION

INTEGRATED TRADING SOLUTION

An approach that’s unique
in our industry

Unrivalled Risk Management

What’s Integrated Trading?

With a flexible real-time process,

Leave nothing to chance. Maximise your turnover and improve your business security
by letting us manage your sportsbook liabilities. We’ll tailor our risk management to
you – evolving in line with your business.

your trading team can:
Integrated Trading means your traders work in their
own version of our in-house team’s applications,
like the bookmaker platform Ctrl or the MTS
console. So, you have the same advanced analysis
processes, reliable situation ratings and global
market insights – but your own freedom too.
It means you’ll make the most of the entire
spectrum of MTS’ features, while differentiating
from the market however you like.
You also get risk monitoring tools to help your
traders closely monitor player behaviour. And your
own ITS Manager to turn to for help.



Control the pricing of selected events for



Create bespoke live and pre-match events



Create new bespoke pre-match markets



Activate full and deep market coverage
where it isn’t offered



Customise your algorithms or implement



Operate all real-time algorithms on your



Interact with player profiling processes and



Follow the MTS risk manager’s actions in

Talk to us
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risk management or market purposes

your own models

platform, for your own bespoke content

tournaments, or events rating settings









Automated Profiling

VIP Player Management

Margin Maximisation

Business Protection

Our AI-derived and
trader-proved algorithms
profile each punter and
give them a Customer
Confidence Factor
(CCF) that is constantly
reviewed. So the CCF is
always a true reflection of
each punter’s status. It’s
all automatic, but you can
manually change the CCF
if you want to.

Configure your customer
profiles at an account and
sports-based level (prematch and in-play) to give
them the best possible
betting experience. For
example, with max. stake,
re-offer and live time
delay.

Offer the most reliable
odds, reflecting both the
current market and your
business situation. That’s
thanks to our machine
learning algorithms,
which we’ve used to
create a range of different
odds and rating models
(like our CCF Model,
Information Driven Odds
Model or Liability Driven
Odds Model).

Stay protected against
betting fraud and the
losses that come with
it. Our world-leading
Integrity Services’ Fraud
Detection System (FDS)
hunts down bettingrelated manipulation in
sports. And it’s built into
your package.

real time.
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New and
exclusively
available
to you

Save up to
40% in CPA

MARKETING SERVICES FROM AD:S

MARKETING SERVICES FROM AD:S

MARKETING SERVICES FROM AD:S

Make your customer acquisition
and retention truly efficient

Programmatic
Acquisition

AI Player
Retention

Grow your customer base.
Cut your CPAs by up to 40%*.

Increase your players’ lifetime value.
Boost your promotions.

Bring in new customers more efficiently and

Make your customers more valuable. And stop
them churning.

Discover more

Data & technology-driven marketing services – uniquely designed for sportsbooks

What you’ll get

Sportsbooks have changed hugely in recent years.
Today, the ones that attract and keep the most
customers are powered by rich data and tailored to

A full-service marketing platform with

sustainably with our Programmatic Acquisition

local markets.

programmatic advertising and AI-driven ways

module. It’s built specifically for the betting industry

to keep customers coming back for more

and uses optimised and personalised prospecting

out of your marketing and bonusing, with an AI

and re-targeting. So, you’ll deliver the right

deep learning engine that gives the fastest and

Which is exactly the thinking we’ve built into
Marketing Services from ad:s – uniquely designed

Our AI Player Retention module squeezes more

for MTS clients. It’s built on the deep, fast, reliable,

Marketing capabilities specific to the

message to the right audience at the right time,

most accurate Player Lifetime Value (PLTV) and

and measurable data we’ve amassed as the world’s

betting industry that will make your current

making your marketing more efficient and cutting

Player Churn predictions in the market. All based

leading betting services provider. And it’s here to

customers more valuable and make it

your CPAs by up to 40%*.

on just 2-3 days of activity **, with an accuracy of

help you grow your customer base in the most

cheaper to win new customers

over 85% ***.

efficient way possible.

Our algorithms also let you segment players by
A way to grow your sportsbook fast,

In a nutshell

leading to high returns with less risk

Cut costs. Boost returns. And increase each player’s

Benefits

value, detect potential future VIPs and recommend

Cut CPAs

the best bonus for each player. Then there’s Real-

Convert more

time Bet Personalisation, which creates super-

lifetime value, with a combination of in-depth

Use the whole package, or choose between

Get a larger customer base

personalised messages to boost click-through

data, AI-derived algorithms and betting-specific

acquisition and retention

Boost revenue

rates by 2-4x and raise the stakes by 3x on AI-

programmatic technology.

recommended bets.

Benefits
Proven to:
save you up to
40% in CPAs*

Get early insights on your customer
make precise
predictions after
2-3 days of player
activity**

* Compared to operator’s target index at 100

give you 85+%
accuracy*** on PLTV
and future wagering

boost click-throughs
on recommended
bets by 2-4x

** Standard BI takes 2-3 weeks
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encourage up to
3x higher stakes on
AI-recommended
bets

Boost PLTV
boost
accumulator
bets by 27%

Stop customers churning
Make your campaigns work harder

*** Market average is 50-55 percent
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© 2021 Sportradar AG
Betradar is a brand of Sportradar.
www.betradar.com

Ready to talk? Contact us on
sales@betradar.com or go to
mts.betradar.com for more
information.

Follow Sportradar on social media
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